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Letter of Transmittal 
 

Purchasing Department 
 
Contained in this document is a submission for your software project request for proposal from the 
makers of GovCollect Software.  This product is 100% designed for municipalities since 1998.   
 
This document is equipped with a Table of Contents but we have included your specific questions 
immediately below. 

GovCollect is Local KY  
• We are a Kentucky Company servicing government clients doing tax collection since 1998.  We all work 

and live in Kentucky.  Franklin County, City of Crittenden, City of Warsaw and others in KY are great 
users  you can call Laura to get to know us. 

• Real time Mobile, Web and In office tax collection software is what we develop. 

Vendor Key Answers Matching Request 
Please respond to the following questions. 

ALL OF THE ITEMS BELOW ARE ANSWERED IN MORE DETAIL IN THEIR SECTION IN 
THE TABLE OF CONTENTS. 
1) GovCollect is an integrated software package that can process all revenue types including Property Tax, 

Occupational Licenses, Occupational License Fees (Payroll Tax), Insurance Premium Tax,Water, Sewer 
and Trash Utilities and miscellaneous municipal revenue. 

2) Govcollect is a real time system synchronizing the web and in office transactions saving staff 
members valuable time and eliminating rekeying.  Most important the web calculates items like 
penalty and interest ensure the customer is presented with the proper amounts every time. 

3) Govcollect in office and online payment processing uses a convenience fee model so the 
municipality does not absorb the credit card and ach fees. 

4) Govcollect has worked successfully with Sensus meter reading equipment for over 10 years as 
well as other national brand equipment. 

5) Govcollect has the ability to assign a single customer number that can be assigned across all 
types of records that customer may have with the municipality to generate shared data.  The 
system will even prompt you prior to payment if any of that customer’s accounts are delinquent. 

6) GovCollect has imported Grant County PVA records annually for Customers like Crittenden so 
we are experienced with the format for Dry Ridge. 
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Executive Summary 
GovCollect lets Municipalities manage all their tax and revenue billing and collections in Real time 
whether it is Mobile, Web or In Office. 
 
See how GovCollect will work for you in less than four minutes at 
Guided Walkthrough Video Available at www.govcollect.com. 
 
The information and pricing provided herein is based on our current understanding of your needs.  
I look forward to the opportunity to invest time with you onsite in demonstrating the products 
proposed and further defining specifics to provide your operation with the comprehensive system 
that suits your needs. 
 
Capital Software has successfully integrated its applications with an unlimited number of external 
service providers to equip each client with a streamlined process focused upon efficiency 
automation.  Capital Software is prepared to implement its full service government solution to 
provide a turnkey solution. These applications will automate the import / export processes with the 
external service providers, improve query and report options and output, advance billing and 
payment processing procedures, integrate the Internet in an automated fashion, and enhance 
financial controls and output.  The project will consist of onsite training, data conversion, custom 
report creation, delinquency advancement, software operation and support services.  The standard 
project timeline is a 2 to 4 month timeline.  
 
The solution will enable the client more reporting flexibility and control.  Your organization will have 
control over the billing codes used in the system allowing you to analyze data in new and insightful 
formations.  The query tools included allow your organization to extract and output fields within the 
software and using Crystal Reports® allows for the modification or creation of any presentation of 
the desired data.  The systems already possess the needed reports to accurately report on billing, 
credits, exemptions, adjustments, collections and more.   

Using GovCollect, your team will be able to track payment methods in greater detail and obtain a 
higher level of transaction detail using centralized receipting applications. The mailing/billing 
procedures will maximize postal savings.  Your organization is in control of the form appearance 
and can re-create a form at any time. Advanced Internet integration will enable internal staff and 
customers to access information 24/7 and you will receive technical assistance as well as automatic 
software updates as part of the service plan.   

Your organization will participate in a variety of training courses to ensure the successful transition 
of its staff.  Capital Software has included hours for custom report development.  Data conversion 
techniques will be performed according to your requests, with insight from Capital Software’s 
experienced team. An early estimate has been provided. Capital Software will work with the users 
through the discovery process to clearly define conversion objectives.  

This process has been successfully orchestrated by Capital Software many times and will be 
tracked in great detail in your project documentation.  Team communication is the key to success.  
Thank you for the opportunity to serve your community. 
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Contact 
 
Capital Software makers of GovCollect Software 
Chris Sturm 
csturm@capsoft.us 
888.553.9991 x2 
PO Box 176158 
Covington, KY 41017 
Tax Id – 61-1332322 

 

Government Green Initiative in Response 
 
In keeping with U.S. government initiatives for responsible green actions, this RFP response 
includes condensed, targeted, accurate responses to items and questions requested.  Excess pages 
have been minimized.  All requested items are included but paper puffery has been minimized.  If 
the government agency wishes to receive any additional paper based information please request 
such information from Capital Software. 
 
Capital Software makes every effort to balance the environmental requests of government entities 
with the quantity of information to submit.  Please view our condensed response as a 
demonstration of respect for these green initiatives and if more information is required on any 
topic, simply submit such request to Capital Software. 
 

Licensed Software Source Code 
 
The customer has the ability to store a copy of the Licensed Software Source Code with the Bank of the 
Bluegrass located in Lexington KY at the customer’s annual expense.  The source code is updated on a 
quarterly basis. This source code will be released to the customer should the company cease to exist in 
business.  The Licensed Software is a compiled product and cannot be decompiled by a customer 
without causing harm to the product. 
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Scope of Services 

Our goal with this RFP submission is to illustrate our knowledge and we seek the 
opportunity to be shortlisted to demonstrate the capabilities of the GovCollect system 
with your team. 

Project Objectives 
 
The following is a proposal in replacing your outdated tax and utility software with Capital 
Software’s complete GovCollect System V 5.5.  Services shall include, but are not limited to:  

• GovCollect network based software and Internet services – technology licenses 
comprised of software licenses, end user licenses, and interfaces to other key modules with 
the ability to fully process multiple types of license tax revenue as well as miscellaneous 
postings.  

• Professional services for implementing the new system – project management, 
software installation and configuration, application setup and optimization, 
interface/integration configuration, database conversions, form development, application 
functional testing, training, cut-over support, post implementation support.  

• Technical Support and Maintenance - software technical support services, maintenance 
and upgrades 

 
Your organization can expect the following quality results as Capital Software delivers a 
solution that  

• Expands and improves customer service through greater data access, new functionality and 
customer self services.  

• Enhances operational efficiency through improved business processes, efficient data entry 
and high volume data access through Internet Processing, bar codes, etc.  

• Improves inter department coordination and communication through data integration.  
 
When you select Capital Software, you are choosing more than just software; you are partnering 
with a personal technology team that's dedicated to your success. Our technical support, training, 
and consulting services ensure your team has the dedicated support and assistance they need to 
get the job done. 
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GovCollect Solution Demonstration 
 
View In-depth GovCollect Videos at http://www.govcollect.com 
 
GovCollect Solution:  
 
GovCollect is an All in One billing and collection customer management system designed to process 
any type of municipal tax or revenue. 
 
 
Software Designed for Flexible, Affordable Municipal Success 
 

• The system will bill and collect any type of revenue because the user can base a charge 
on any field / value in the system. 

• Incredible Rate Flexibility with over 15 Different Penalty, Interest and Discount 
Calculation Methods. 

• Real time Calculations and Delinquent Collections are automated by the system 
insuring you collect the full amount due. 

• Great Audits are easy with Accounts Receivable tracking and fast payment balancing. 
• Completely automated adjustments and payment reversals so all general ledger 

entries are created automatically keeping you in balance. 
• Create your own image with personalized forms, receipts, and bills.  
• Balanced General Ledger integration with any accounting software. 

Included Setup 
• Data can be hosted on Your Server or GovCollect Server and user accesses with a Secure 

VPN Connection. 
• Search and Payment Website is included for Citizen convenience and increased revenue 

with a secure VPN link from website to data for fast processing. 
• With GovCollect you can securely offer Credit Cards and Echeck in office and online with 

no transaction fees to the municipality.  This convenience is friendly to citizens while 
municipally smart. 

Deliver many positive benefits 
• Designed for the needs of municipalities with fast learning and ease of use for staff 

size. 
• Consolidate billing, tracking and collection of all existing and future revenue into one 

proven solution to increase overall collected revenue results. 
• Save money by lowering your annual technical support budget by working with a 

total solution provider. 
• Full tech support services are included with free phone 

support to answer your question quickly. 
• You will be able to analyze a customer and all associated 

revenue types. 
• You will be able to offer friendly Internet services to your 

citizens for their convenience. 
• Integrate with your existing accounting software for 

solid audit trails and ease of use. 
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Benefits of Capital Software Implementation Approach  
 
Our “LOVE” (Log, Organize, Validate, and Execute) Approach to project and technical support 
management has been proven time and time again to ensure a successful implementation. Each 
step in the process is made obvious through step by step documentation and bi weekly conference 
calls.  This allows for a stream of communication, providing consistency, clearly defining roles and 
responsibilities and ensuring accountability throughout the project.  
 
In order for your team to save time and to avoid undue stress on team members, Capsoft 
will pro actively lead and direct all implementation activities. Capsoft understands when and where 
resources will be needed and will provide a client specific project plan with pre defined verification 
of stage milestones to ensure the highest quality of work and mitigate any implementation risks.  
 
Your Team will benefit because we involve and educate your staff from day one of the project 
through clearly defined responsibilities and deliverables. Through a complete understanding of the 
project, you avoid mistakes and achieve total buy-in and acceptance from all involved.  
Implementation education will be on-going throughout this project. Our objective is to develop your 
staff so they are not only competent, but also confident in the new solution.  
 
 

Technical Support Infrastructure 

  
With Capital Software, service is an ongoing commitment to our customers. Upon 
completion of your implementation the importance of accurate, reliable, quality Technical Support 
is paramount to your success. Capital Software’s Toll FREE Technical Support Team is here to help 
you operate our solutions, manage your operations and answer questions in a timely manner.  
 
There is a variety of ways Clients can access Capsoft’s Technical Support Services. We 
have a 24/7 Customer Self Web Service Site where your Staff can access our knowledge base, 
report a concern, submit enhancement requests and view online tutorials. Capital Software 
maintains an attended technical support line for those that prefer to speak with a direct 
representative. Finally, Capital Software ‘s Technical Support Team uses remote desktop access to 
your environment so that we are better able to assist you.  
 

Evaluation Involvement 
 
While reviewing this proposal, please write down your comments, questions and thoughts and feel 
free to call or email us at any time. We look forward to meeting you and being selected for an 
interview and demonstration. We, at Capital Software, look forward to making your organization 
successful in its endeavor. Thank you again for this opportunity. 
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Company Profile 
Capital Software dba Capsoft 
 
About Capsoft 
 
A Service Company 
Capsoft’s GovCollect software has the unique ability to make a customer feel as though they are 
enjoying a custom made product while having the confidence of knowing they work from the same 
applications used by hundreds of users.  These parameter driven products have enabled Govcollect 
to function in any state and internationally.   
 

 
 

History 
In 1999, Capsoft (Capital Software Inc.) began with a simple idea. We want to have a positive 
impact on as many people's lives as possible. We focused our effort on helping our customers 
collect more. Whether we design applications to collect money or data the results are successful. 
Through our versatile and efficient applications, we expect people to enjoy the benefits of the 
software and feel as though they are part of a team. That positive client experience has spurred 
growth exceeding 18 states and internationally.  
 
As we continue to grow, we have maintained our commitment to providing the highest level of 
customer service. Without you, our customers, we would not exist. With that in mind, we will 
always treat you as if you are the most important customer that we have.  
 
We offer a team of extremely qualified individuals as well as outside partners that will help your 
business grow as well as streamline current processes your company has in place.  
 
Capsoft brings to the table over 50 years of combined billing and collections experience. Our 
products are true Windows and Web based products designed to run on Windows 7 /XP/Server 
2003-2008 with stand alone, network and Saas solutions. Our products streamline billings and 
collections and are designed to create reports easily.  
 
Capsoft has created a focused niche of successfully making efficient government affordably. 

 
 

Future Goals 
For over 12 years Capsoft has grown and learned with its customers finding what does and does 
not work.  Armed with knowledge, Capsoft is beginning an exciting phase that will minimize 
customer hardware responsibilities, expand 24/7 application access and provide affordable 
integrated success with any application.  This vision has been crafted with and by our customers to 
improve everyone's work life. 
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Corporate Fact Sheet 
 
Founded    1998 focused on Municipal Government since 
 
Executive Management  Christopher Sturm, Co-founder, President,  

Thomas Vance, Co-Founder, Chief Information and 
Technology Officer 

 
Mailing    PO Box 176158 

Covington, Kentucky 41017 
Phone/Fax: (888) 553 – 9991 
www.govcollect.com 

 
Ownership    Privately owned, S-Corporation 
 
Employees 7 to 10 including part time seasonal (5 development/support, 

remaining for sales and administration) 
 
Mission  GovCollect lets Municipalities manage all their tax and revenue billing 

and collections with one friendly software making efficient government 
affordable. 

In-House Solutions  GovCollect Property Tax Billing and Collections application 
GovCollect Utility Billing and Collections Application 
GovCollect Tax & License All Licensing and Return Based Tax 
Collection 
Cash Receipting 
Citation and Animal Licensing 
Online Search and Pay Ready Websites 
Service Order System 
Permits Multi Purpose Permit Processing 

Releases   Version Releases occur each August. 
 
Video    Product Videos are available at www.govcollect.com 
 
Software Platforms  Microsoft® Windows® with SQL SERVER Database 
    Browser Based Services MS Terminal Services, Citrix and VMWare 
 
Saas Model   Users can subscribe to using GovCollect as a service. 
 
Services    Full service implementation and technical services: 

Project Management 
E-Government Development 
Custom Reporting 
Technical Support 
Data Conversion 
Customer-only Web Site 

 
Partnerships/Certifications  

Microsoft® Partner 
QuickBooks® Certified Reseller 
Sage MIP Complimentary Partner 
Utility Integrator with each National AMR company 
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Locations   Capsoft is headquartered in Florence, KY minutes from  

Cincinnati, OH.  Capsoft maintains a development office in 
Georgetown,  KY. 

 
Markets Served  100% Public Sector 
 
Revenue   Average Annual Revenue is Less than 1 Million 
 
Customer Base Approximately 90 municipalities in 18 states at the local and county 

levels of government. 
 

 
User Conferences Regional user conferences are held throughout the United States for 

training and knowledge gain.  GovCollect customers host these 
conferences to minimize any expense on all parties and promote high 
attendance.  Consult website for available dates. 
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Capsoft Executive Management 
 
Christopher Sturm  
LinkedIn Profile - http://www.linkedin.com/in/christophersturm 
 
Christopher Sturm founded Capsoft at age 26 and since has built this billing and collection software 
firm into a million dollar business and created many high tech jobs. Capsoft has been awarded the 
Chamber of Commerce Emerging 30 award three consecutive times for being one of the thirty 
fastest growing companies in the area. Capsoft has also received the Chamber’s Small business 
success award and the United States Chamber of Commerce blue ribbon small business award in 
2006.  Christopher Sturm has been named the 2006 Kentucky Small Business Person of the Year 
Runner Up.   
 
Christopher Sturm is active in organizations that build character. He is a member of the 2006 
Leadership Northern Kentucky Class and is the youngest member of the NKU Entrepreneurship 
Institute Advisory Board. He was recently added to NKU’s Alumni Board and has been a part of 
the Chamber’s Government Forum and Information Technology Committees for a number of 
years. Christopher is active as a youth minister for K through 2nd grade children and an active 
youth basketball and soccer coach. Financially he has helped sponsor construction trips to the 
Katrina victims and work projects for the Campbell Lodge Boys Home. 
 
Mr. Christopher Sturm’s objective is to create, develop, and lead organizations into evolving 
industries using emerging technology. Based upon a track record of software sales success, 
Christopher Sturm offers a wealth of business operations experience and over 14 years 
Government Finance and Utility software experience. Mr. Sturm has been featured in the 
Cincinnati Enquirer’s Entrepreneur Success Stories (5/6/01) as well as articles featuring the 
achievements of his customers (Florence, KY – “1st to accept Internet Tax Payments” – KY Post).  
 
Thomas Vance 
 
Mr. Tom Vance has a long and distinguished career in the Software field.  He graduated from 
College with a BS in Business Administration/Information Systems. He started his career with a 
regional bank service company and progressed to the DP Manager position of a large commercial 
bank. He has received extensive additional education in System Design, and a wide variety of 
computer languages as well as Microsoft’s MCSE Curriculum. After leaving the Financial Industry, 
Mr. Vance taught Computer Science and Accounting courses for a small four 
year college. He left teaching to work as a consultant in the Mental Health field and has written 
complete clinical management systems. 
 
Mr. Vance served on the Kentucky State Department of Mental Health’s Joint Committee for 
Information Continuity as well as the Grants Committee. Subsequently, he and Mr. Sturm 
formed a partnership to produce software for Government. Since then he has produced a wide 
variety of software applications for Capsoft. Mr. Vance has a commitment to education 
and spends many hours receiving classroom instruction as well as conducting research. 
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Legal Status 
Capsoft is not and has not been involved in client litigation. 

Insurance 
Capsoft maintains industry standard transactional insurance coverage for the following: corporate 
liability, personal liability, auto liability and workers compensation. A copy of Capsoft ‘s current 
insurance policy for professional liability and statutorily required insurance will be provided if 
selected.  
 
As standard procedure with most RFP submissions a copy of coverage with current date ranges can 
be supplied by Capsoft’s local insurance agent Joseph Beckmeyer at 859-572-7435.  Normal policy 
limits include: 
 
Bodily Injury by Accident: $100,000 each accident  
$1,000,000 per occurrence limit  
Comprehensive General Liability: $1,000,000 per occurrence  

Automobile Liability: $1,000,000 per occurrence for bodily injury  
 
$1,000,000 per occurrence for property damage  
Workers’ Compensation Statutory Limits  
 

Financial Statements 
Capsoft is a privately owned company therefore, Capsoft is not in practice of sending out financial 
statements without strict confidentially agreements and economic reason. In such, we will be 
pleased to provide adequate representation of our financial standing if we are selected as the 
preferred provider.  

Personnel Policies 
Capsoft is committed to providing equal employment opportunity for all persons regardless of 
religion, sex, age, national origin, or disability.  
Equal opportunity extends to all aspects of the employment relationship, including hiring, transfers, 
recruiting, layoff and recall, promotions, training, terminations, working conditions, compensation, 
fringe benefits, retirement plans, disability leave and other terms and conditions of employment.  
Capsoft complies with federal and state equal employment opportunity laws and strives to keep the 
workplace free from all forms of harassment, including sexual harassment. Capsoft considers 
harassment and discrimination in all forms to be a serious offense.  
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Capsoft Successes and Awards 
 
Emerging 30 Award Winner 
 

 
 
Capsoft is proud of the recognition it has received as one of Northern Kentucky’s fastest growing 
companies. The Northern Kentucky Chamber of Commerce recognized Capsoft in 2003, 2004, and 
again in 2005 by awarding Capsoft with the “Emerging 30” award. To qualify for the award, 
business must be established for 3 years, be located in Northern Kentucky, have an average of at 
least 15% growth in revenues during the past three years, and must exceed $250,000 in revenue 
with fewer than 150 employees. The Northern Kentucky Chamber recognized Capsoft in 2003, 
2004 and 2005 by stating the following: 
 
“On behalf of the Board of Directors of the Northern Kentucky Chamber of 
Commerce, we would like to congratulate you on your designation as one of this 
year’s “emerging 30” companies. The growth of your company is making a 
contribution to the economy of Northern Kentucky and we are pleased to 
acknowledge your success. Locally owned businesses like yours are the 
backbone of our Nation’s economy. All of us that the Chamber applaud the growth of your company 
and look forward to working with you in the months and years to come.” 
 
Gary L. Toebben , CCE 
President 
NKY Chamber of Commerce 
Timothy P. Rawe 
Chair of the Board, 
NKY Chamber of Commerce 
 
 
Prestigious Success Award Winner 
 

 
 
Capsoft has been named a winner from a field of 205 nominees for the Northern Kentucky 
Chamber of Commerce Success Award.  The Chamber of Commerce Success Awards were 
established in 1996 to recognize Northern Kentucky small businesses that have demonstrated 
growth, financial stability, resourcefulness, and creativity to excel in their chosen industries. 
To qualify for the Northern Kentucky Chamber of Commerce "Success" Awards, the nominated 
business must have completed three or more full years of operation, be locally owned and 
operated, generate less than $5 million in sales, and have fewer than 100 employees. 
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Capsoft Named a Top 60 Company in the United States 
 
U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BLUE RIBBON SMALL BUSINESS AWARDS is part of the U.S. 
Chamber's Small Business of the Year selection process, and is awarded to companies that showed 
excellence in business history and commitment to customers, employees, and the community. 
Capsoft was selected as one of the final 60 Blue Ribbon businesses in the entire United States. 
"Receiving a national award installs tremendous pride in our entire team and also serves as a "that 
a boy" for all the hard work to get to this point," comments Christopher Sturm, President of 
Capsoft. Capsoft was recognized at the national small business summit in Washington D.C. and will 
also be recognized locally at the Chamber of Commerce Small Business Success Awards. 
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Software Solution and Computing Environment 
Govcollect in Action 
 
Seeing is believing, so go to our YouTube Channel to view video demonstrations of actually using 
GovCollect to manage property taxes, business licenses and all revenue. 
 
http://www.youtube.com/user/govcollectsoftware 
 
Download an evaluation of the software at www.govcollect.com. 
 

Friendly Layout Accessing all Data and Functions 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The GovCollect Landing Pad provides instant access to any account.  Easily Scan accounts straight 
for payment process or right click any entry for a listed of targeted features per account type  
Such as Property Tax or Business License. 
 
Plus the shared data design of GovCollect allows users easily link a customer to an unlimited 
number of account types such as Property tax, utility, license, permits so you can 

• Combine multiple accounts on a single payment 
• Catch delinquent accounts for other services during payment process 
• Analyze customer and location based history 

These are a few friendly features of GovCollect. 
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GovCollect Solution Feature Set 
 
View In-depth GovCollect Videos at http://www.govcollect.com 
 
GovCollect Solution:  
 
GovCollect is an All in One billing and collection customer management system designed to process 
any type of municipal tax or revenue. 
Value:  
GovCollect has processed the most difficult property tax and licensing rate schedules throughout 
the United States and abroad. 
GovCollect integrates with your existing accounting system reducing costs and speeding up 
implementation. 
GovCollect combines network and Internet services allowing every municipality to offer more 
customer friendly options to its citizens. 
Unique: 
GovCollect pioneered such services as mortgage company integration,  import wizards, real time 
penalty and interest calculation on returned based taxes, and bundled citizen Internet account 
actions saving our customers months of phone calls and processing time every year.  Plus, the user 
can control and personalize processes in the system so they feel custom while enjoying the benefit 
of included product updates. 
 
 
 
Software Designed for Flexible, Affordable Municipal Success 
 

• The system will bill and collect any type of revenue because the user can base a charge 
on any field / value in the system. 

• Incredible Rate Flexibility with over 15 Different Penalty, Interest and Discount 
Calculation Methods. 

• Real time Calculations and Delinquent Collections are automated by the system 
insuring you collect the full amount due. 

• Great Audits are easy with Accounts Receivable tracking and fast payment balancing. 
• Completely automated adjustments and payment reversals so all general ledger 

entries are created automatically keeping you in balance. 
• Create your own image with personalized forms, receipts, and bills.  
• Balanced General Ledger integration with any accounting software. 

GovCollect Features 
 
Features Included All Modules    
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Unlimited Customer History Unlimited Location Activity History Statistical Reporting in Real Time 

User Defined Search -15 Standard Print / Email Account Activity Unlimited Notes with Attachments 

Security Roles for Users Over 60 Ready to Use Reports Google Maps Display(Next release) 
Link All Customer Accounts Export to Query, Excel, XML, etc. Effective Dating for Future Payoffs 
Unlimited Rate Codes Pre and Post Payment 

Adjustments 
AR Based Reporting for Start / End 

Account Numbers by Tax Type Unified Receipt Numbers Bill Numbers by Tax Type 

Export Balanced Entries to any 
Accounting Software 

Event Log Tracking Account 
Changes 

Auditor Access Area with Special 
Reports 

Billing Features   
Billing Wizard for Large Tax and 
Utility Processing Runs 

Individual Invoice / Bill Creation on 
the Fly 

Invoice Number Assigned to Charge 
Lines for History 

Print Bills Separate from Applying 
Charges for User Control 

Print or Export Billing File to a 3rd 
Party for Printing 

Detail and Summary Billing Journals 

Personalized Statements per Tax / 
Revenue Type are Available 

Postcard and Statement Style 
Formats Included. 

Cass Data Certification for Postage 
Savings Including Bar Codes 

Specific Tax Assessment Data can 
be Displayed on Statements 

Specific Utility Reading Data can 
be Displayed on Statements 

Specific Permit, Tax, and Fee Data 
can be Displayed on Statements 

Citizen Email / Bill Notification Online Viewing of Bill / Charges Forms can be Designed to match a 
Required Layout 

Collection Features   
Total Due Automatically Calculated Penalty and Interest Automatic Discount On/Off Automatic 

Partial Payments Back Dated Payments Accept Cash, Check and Credit Card 

Real Time Counter Entry Mailed in Batch Entry Process Pay Multiple Accounts Single 
Receipt 

Accept Payments Online Split Payment Methods Easy Session Balancing 

Receive Overpayment Credits Apply Credits to Total Due Write-off Balance with Audit trail 

Automatic Payment Reversal Void Auto Post Payment Adjustment Process Miscellaneous Revenue 

Payment Receipt with Your Logo Reprint any Receipt in History Import Mortgage Payment Files 

Point of Sale Equipment Scan, Swipe and Print for Speed Import Bank Lock Box Files 

Balanced Payments Distributed to 
Accounting Software 

GL Numbers Already Assigned 
Making Easy for User 

Create Deposit Entry from Balanced 
Session 
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Property Tax Features   
Track Real and Personal Property Import Assessment File Import Supplemental Files 

Track Excise Property Import Excise Values Unlimited Assessment History 

Auto Calculate Assessment 
Corrections 

Unlimited Exemptions Effecting 
Assessment or Charge 

Apply State Credits and Track 
Financial Impact 

Assign Mortgage Companies to 
Accounts through Import File 

Email Bills Electronically to 
Mortgage Company 

Import and Post Mortgage Payment 
File Saving Weeks of Processing 

Import Lock Box Payment File Accept Online Payments Online Title Searches 
Licensing / Filed Taxes Features   
Unlimited License Types Data Collected personalized per 

License Type 
SIC / NAICS Coding  

Flat and Variable Tax Rates Discounts / Penalty / Interest 
Automatically Calculated 

Real time Delinquency and Missing 
Filing Reports for Enforcement 

Enter Application for any Type of 
License and Generate Forms 

Attach Scanned Returns and Forms 
to any Account 

Attach Multiple Contact Phone, 
Address and Email 

Pre-fill Generated Renewal Forms Search by Any Data Field Easy Renewal Mailing / Email 
Process 

Online Renewal Filing Process 
Including Earnings Entry 

One Customer Account with 
Unlimited Attached Licenses 

Licenses can have Different Due, 
Past, Start, End and Filing Dates 

Account Numbers by License Type Filing Reconciliation Process Bill Numbers by License Type 

Exclusive Filing Code Link design 
provides Online Filing Options 

Filing Code Allows Collection for 
Multiple Agencies and Distribution  

Rate Code Schedule for Easy 
Updates and Unlimited Detail. 

Permit Features   
Unlimited Permit Types Assign Contractor and Subs Auto Permit Number 

Permit Dates including Expiration Apply Charges and Collect Over 100 Property Detail Fields 

Personalized Permit Forms Link to a Contractor License # Attach Documents and Images 
Utility Features   
Metered Services like Water and 
Gas plus Sewer Based on Water 

Unlimited Unmetered Services like 
Trash, Lights, Phone and More 

Unlimited Water Services per 
Account 

AMR Interface with all National 
Brands like Badger and Neptune 

Unlimited Reading History and Auto 
Estimation Feature 

Sub Meter / Apartment Billing 

Meter Deposits and Interest Customer / Location History Easy Final Out Process 

Move In Account Wizard Account Number Separate from 
Route / Sequence for Flexibility 

Work Orders are User Defined 

Unlimited Routes and Cycles Easy Change out Process  Tenant Number Tracking 

Snow Bird Billing Controls Seasonal Charges GIS Interface 
Citation, Code Enforcement and Animal Licensing  
Unlimited Citation Ticketing Rate 
Codes for Detailed Reporting 

Record Vehicle Details Interface with State Auto Records 

Municipal Court Processing Record Citation / Court Data Print Docket list  

Collection Reports by Type and 
Officer 

Code Enforcement Ordinance 
Reference 

Vehicle and Location History 

Animal License Renewal Forms Link Animal to Owner and Location Vaccination Records 

Multiple Animals per Owner Various Rate Fees Integrate with GIS 
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Development, Hardware and Hosting 
 

Development Commitment to our Clients 
 
Since 1999 Capsoft’s clients have actively participated in the improvement of its software products 
and services.  On average 20% of our operating costs are related to research and development to 
ensure that our offerings exceed expectations and increase our ability to serve diverse customers 
at every size of local government.  In 2004, Capsoft was selected over 80 other companies to 
service a public utility company with 500,000 accounts.  Capsoft was selected because of its 
responsiveness and ability to dynamically calculate complex rate structures.  In 2006, Capsoft was 
select by the 9th fastest growing county in the country to process 300,000 tax statements and 
handle the collection and distribution of over 150 million dollars.  Capsoft was selected because of 
the solution’s flexibility and the visible commitment of its staff.  Capsoft smartly designed its 
applications to be able to stand alone or integrate completely.  In addition, items such as GIS and 
point of sale automation are active interfaces with any Capsoft application.  The open standards 
and easy queries allow for quick setup and presentation of data in products such as ESRI. 
 

Software Updates 
 
Capsoft follows an automated model of development and release to clients.  During the year, 
clients submit product suggestions and using our Auto Update program, Capsoft provides an 
update to its applications throughout the year.  Updates are downloaded from the support web 
server and are combined with updated user documentation.  Capsoft offers each client a site 
license to its applications so a single registration number is maintained for security.  Every users is 
encouraged to install the update and it is included at no additional fee as part of the standard 
support agreement.  Capsoft supports 1 release back.  This model keeps our support staff in sync 
with our users and minimizes any irregularities.  Capsoft’s mix of client / server applications and 
web based services are right in step with the demands of its 100 clients.  Capsoft has always and 
will continue to lead the industry with innovative ideas while introducing those advancements in a 
manner comfortable and exciting to its clients. 
 

Development Resources 
Like most developers Capsoft uses a variety of development tools to provide the versatile 
performance and processing expected by our users.  Our development applications include MS 
Visual Stuido.net, Visual dBase, MS SQL Server, Photoshop, Microsoft Expression, Apache Web 
Server and IIS.  

Database 
Microsoft SQL Server is the preferred backend database for GovCollect products. 

Application Model Hosted or Installed 
Capsoft maintains multiple implementation models depending upon the size and scope of each 
customer.  Capsoft can successfully perform in the following operational models: 
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1. Client / Server (Network Installation) – Capsoft Applications may be installed on a server 
using MS SQL Server as the preferred database.  Desktops installations must possess the 
proper security rights to perform properly. 

2. Server with Web Client (Preferred) – Capsoft functions properly using access products like 
MS Terminal Services, Citrix and VMWare.  Users access the applications through a browser 
with full security in place.  This model will perform faster than a network model because it 
reduces network traffic. 

3. Software as a Service (Saas) – Capsoft can offer a hosted model where users access their 
applications installed upon a Capsoft server.  Capsoft uses MS terminal services in this 
model. 

 

Computing Environment Specifications 
 
Existing hardware may be used as long as the specifications meet standards and performance is 
satisfactory to user. 
 

Hardware Specifications for User Installation 
Server Hardware Recommendations 

*If running a service such as Terminal services then there 
should be two servers in place.  The Terminal Server and 
the Database Server since both are heavy on resources. 

Component System Recommendations 

Operating System 

Windows Server 2008 or above (32-bit 
and 64-bit) - SP2 
 
Windows 7 or above (32 bit, 64 bit) 
 
Note: The latest service pack is 
recommended. 

SQL Server 

SQL Server 2008 R2 (32-bit, 64-bit) 

You can use newer versions of SQL 
Server 
 

Processor (CPU)* 

SQL Server Standard: 2 GHz Pentium-
Class equivalent/Xeon or better. 
 
 
Note: Larger networks and databases 
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require faster processors.  

Framework 

Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0 or 
higher 
 
Note: Please refer to your SQL Server 
requirements. 

Memory (RAM)  

8 GB minimum. More memory may be 
required for larger databases. 
 
Note: Please refer to your SQL Server 
requirements.  

Hard Disk Space 

10 GB minimum for system and 
program. Three times additional space 
is required for the database. 
 
Note: Hard Disk Space will need to 
increase as your database size 
increases. 

Media CD ROM drive 

Connectivity 

Internet access using Internet 
Explorer v5.1 or higher is required in 
order to use software update 
functionality. 

* A RAID array should be installed and configured as well 
depending on your tolerance for disk failure. Microsoft 
recommends that write-caching capabilities of disk controllers be 
disabled (unless the manufacturer specifically specifies SQL Server 
database compatibility). 

 
Workstation Hardware Recommendations 

Component System Recommendations 

Operating System 

 
Windows 7 or 8 (32-bit and 64-bit) 
 
Note: The latest service pack is 
recommended. 

Framework Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0 or 
higher 
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Processor (CPU)* 

 
Windows 7: 2 GHz Pentium-Class 
equivalent or better. 
Windows XP Professional: 500 MHz 
Pentium-Class equivalent or better 

System Memory (RAM)  

4GB Minimum 
 
Note: For systems with larger batch 
processing needs, 4 GB of memory 
may be needed.  

Disk Space 

4GB Minimum 
 
Note: More space may be required for 
document attachment and storage  

Video Adapter 

Capable of 1024x768 resolution 
32-bit color 
 
Note: Windows Vista Business: 
Windows Aero-capable with 128 MB 
graphics memory.  

Printer Laser printer or inkjet (local or 
network) 

Connectivity 

Internet access using Internet 
Explorer v5.1 or higher is required in 
order to use software update 
functionality. 

 
 
Supported Operating Systems 
Microsoft Windows Server 2008 or newer (32-bit and 64-bit) - SP2 
 
Note:  The latest service pack is recommended for optimal 
functionality.  
Installation on the above Operating Systems on properly 
configured virtual environments like VMWare, Citrix, and Microsoft 
Virtual Server is a supported configuration.  
 
Supported Database Platforms 
Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 or newer (32-bit and 64-bit) 
 
Note: The latest service pack is recommended for optimal 
functionality.  
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Virtual Services Usage 
 

The following recommendations represent the minimum system specifications required to run 
your Virtual Service, our application hosting solution. Investing in the highest quality 
equipment and internet service bandwidth possible as well as budgeting for regular upgrades 
will ensure your solution is running at peak performance. Supported configurations and 
software are subject to change, so please check back often for the latest recommendations. 
Thank you! 

Workstation Recommendations 
Minimum System Recommendations (Updated 3/1/2010) 

Component System Recommendations 

Terminal Services Client Remote Desktop Terminal Services Client 6.1, Citrix 
or VMWare Client. 

Client Operating System Windows Server 2008 (32-bit and 64-bit) - SP2 
Windows 7 (32-bit and 64-bit) - SP2 
 
 
Note: The latest service pack is recommended. 

Bandwidth / Speed 30 kbps per concurrent user 

Framework Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0 or higher 

Remote Connectivity Broadband (business grade cable modem or DSL) 

  
Supported Operating Systems 
Microsoft Windows Server 2008 (32-bit and 64-bit) - SP2 
 
Note: The supported operating systems, with the service packs specified include the Remote 
Desktop Connection (Terminal Services Client 6.1) that is required. 
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IMPLEMENTATION 
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Implementation 
Implementation Summary and Timing 
 
GovCollect is an all in one application making getting started fast and straight forward.   
 
Here is a standard order of events (A detailed Task list is provided later) 

1. Data Samples Gathered and converted 
2. Installation of product 
3. User training on “Learning Center” environment while installation and setup is occurring. 
4. Data Conversion, Custom Form/bill creation and interfaces put in place on Learning Center 

environment. 
5. Customer confirms all setup items in Learning Center. 
6. Learning Center configuration is backed up and restored to customer’s installation. 
7. Onsite learning and configuration. 
8. Data is converted for Live Processing. 

 
The customer’s size and GovCollect experience makes this process predictable.  Converted 
Balances and Data imports have been performed with GovCollect all over the country.  The 
customer’s tax process is similar and in use with other GovCollect customers. 
 
Upon award of the project, our team will immediately setup the Learning Center and user training 
hyperlink guide will be provided so users can get started immediately while installation takes 
shape. 
 
 

Software Installation and Hardware Install Coordination 
 

System Configuration Overview 
 
This section contains an overview of the entire process the Client will experience.  After the 
numbered overview is a more detailed description of configuration process, installation and data 
conversion.  The standard process for the elements desired by the Client is approximately 2 to 4 
months.  Capsoft will work directly with the Client to prioritize the pieces of the project to ensure 
the Forms go out on time and the project is successful in a timely manner. 

 
The product configuration consists of the following: 
 

1. Core Application Installation 
2. Any Integration Mapping  
3. Rate Code Setup 
4. Custom Report Creation and Testing 
5. Online File Testing 
6. Customer Internet Portal 
7. Cashier Payment Processing 
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Each component is listed in the order it will be performed during this process. Configuration 
components consist of elements and tasks that will be assigned and shared by both the Client and 
Capsoft.  All elements involve implementation and situational testing prior to going “live”.  During 
the project coordination meeting, Capsoft and the Client will assign target dates and responsibilities 
for each element. 
 

Installation 
 

Product installation is performed in the initial stages of the project to ensure all components are 
operational.  Early installation enables the administrative team to understand the necessary 
installation components.  Second, it allows time to complete the initial setup and configuration 
components.  Installation consists of physical installs of the necessary components to the server 
and workstations.  The Client will also assist Capsoft in the set up and of any Internet components 
being implemented as part of the project.  The general project timeline illustrates when the 
installation portion will occur.  The Client is responsible for any hardware or network installation. 
 

Report Development 
Capsoft applications possess a user controlled report menu allowing for the execution of standard 
reports, custom reports, adding new reports inside of the software, creating and adding queries 
and managing import / export features.  Capsoft actively develops reports using Crystal Reports 
and Microsoft’s SQL Reporting.  Capsoft will train client’s staff to create and manage reporting and 
query needs if desired as part of the project.  Every Capsoft applications is equipped with standard 
reports for processing all needed work process tasks.  Custom reports can be implemented to 
further personalize the user experience. 

Data Conversion Plan 
 

Data conversion always requires teamwork.  There are 2 conversion components; any external files 
and existing history. The conversion will begin with standardizing the external files coming from 
other systems such as 3rd party tax files.  We have performed this word hundreds of times.  The 
Client will need to act as the liaison to ensure cooperation is extended by any external vendors.   
 
The second component is converting the historical data.  Both parties will be involved in mapping 
the historical data and determining how the data is to be used effectively.  The quality of the data 
is unknown.  Capsoft will present data options to the client and allow the client to select how much 
time is invested on specific sets of data.  After the data map is created, Capsoft will begin 
converting a sample file for the Client to review.  When the sample is clean, the full conversion will 
be performed.  This will coincide with the new software being in operation so that after the 
conversion everything is maintained in the new system.  Data conversion is only successful if both 
parties participate and communicate. 
 

Integrations and Interfaces 
All interfaces and external product integration is identified in the initial discovery phase of the 
project.  During this phase, the client’s staff will assist in mapping out the different department 
responsibilities.  These responsibilities will determine the real time sharing or batch processing of 
the system.  The system will be configured to provide the highest level of data integrity.  All 
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interfaces on the project are worked upon in a collaborative nature with the user providing a file 
layout for the interface.   

Accounting Interfaces 
Capsoft has performed accounting interfaces with most national fund accounting software 
applications as well as QuickBooks.  All financial transactions are maintained in a sub ledger in the 
Govcollect system and then passed to the accounting general ledger once balanced by user during 
standard balancing procedures.  This practice is consistent with accounting standards.   
 
Microsoft Accounting products and Sage Fund Accounting are the most frequently implemented 
fund accounting solutions because most of Capsoft's business partners offer those products as 
well.  
 
Many vendors offer Capsoft's modules in their solution.  In these relationships, Capsoft has 
designed a seamless transaction interface so the customer can eliminate double entry.  Some of 
those companies include Lawson, Tyler Companies, Springbrook, Cogsdale, Caselle, Microsoft 
Dynamics, various Harris owned companies and others. 

Testing 
Solution testing will be performed in the following areas: 

a) System testing 

The complete solution will be installed and all components will be run by Capsoft staff to 
insure the system is performing properly.  This can be performed remotely and onsite. 

b) Integration testing 

Any specially designed interfaces are tested in a simulation setting at Capsoft’s offices and 
then tested onsite using real customer data.  The user then verifies the successful process.  
This method is applied to any interface, one at a time. 

c) Stress / performance testing 

After the first simulated data conversion per product, the technical staff will perform 
common “heavy load” procedures within the system to measure performance.  With the 
client’s IT staff, we will diligently work to maximize speed and reliability of the applications 
and the network.  If the user is operating in a client /server operation with slow 
performance across the network, then Capsoft will recommend implementing Terminal 
Services to keep user satisfaction high. 

d) User acceptance testing 

The criteria for this portion have to be clearly defined and agreed upon first with Capsoft 
and the client’s technical staff.  Then the client’s administration has to sign off on 
benchmarks so Capsoft has a clear goal to achieve.  The user is notified of these goals 
and each items is addressed one at a time. 
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Staffing Plan 
In a project of this size and scope, Capsoft will generally assign 3 dedicated personnel focused on 
project coordination and implementation.  Our most experienced team members are designated to 
lead this project to insure the system is configured to provide maximum efficiency to the client.   
Including all the services mentioned in the project management section and the customer support 
and implementation section, Capsoft will equip the client with experience surpassing over 250 
municipal installations.   

Every team member possesses the following skill set: 

• Dedicated municipal software support and installation experience 

• MS SQL Administration and Transact SQL Querying Instruction 

• Crystal Reports advanced development 

• Onsite user training experience 

• Experience at all project phases including installation, task coordination, application 
configuration, rate code development and implementation, custom report 
development, and product interfaces and integration. 

 

The project estimate contains a detail list of implementation, training and data conversion hours 
assigned to each application in the project. 

Each Capsoft project member works from an established itinerary and task list.  This allows 
continuity between project members.  Capsoft requires Internet and server access for onsite 
project members as well as remote access during the project phase.  Project members perform 
work both during normal business and off business hours depending upon the task being 
performed.  While onsite for training, it is preferred that the client creates a classroom environment 
for the student and that the student is not disturbed during training.  A typical training classroom 
would include; a white board, pc for each student with local copy of application to learn and printed 
copies of the training guide for each student. 
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Staffing Resumes 
 

1. Proposed Position for this 
Project 

Application Support Resource Advisor 

2. Name of Person Chris Sturm 

3. Date of Birth 1972 

4. Nationality USA 

5. Membership in Professional 
Societies 

Association of Marketing Professionals,  

US Chamber of Commerce Award recipient,  

Project Management Professionals,  

Government Accounting Service Providers 

KY Small business Person of the Year Runner 
Up 

3 Time Emerging 30 Award Winner 

6. Education Northern Kentucky University 1995 BS 
Marketing and Oral Communication with Honors 

Highlands High School Full Academic 
Scholarship Receipient 

7. Other Training Microsoft SQL writing and project management 

8. Languages Language Speaking Reading  Writing 

English English, 
Spanish 

English, 
Spanish 

English 

9. Countries of Work Experience USA, 

 Puerto Rico,  

Canada.  

 Knowledge of Africa taxation system through 
remote partner assistance. 

10.  Employment Record Frey and Company Software, Capital Software 

Chris has over 500 government software 
installation projects in his 15 years of municipal 
software billing and collection services.   

Chris’ specialty is training administrators to self 
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manage and train their staff saving his clients 
thousands of dollars in project services.   

Chris has implemented projects of various scale 
all including the teaching of billing and 
collection multiple tax revenue sources all with 
different rate calculation methods.   

Chris also possesses Crystal Reports 
certifications and over 12 years of advanced 
Crystal Reports form development experience 
creating a library of over 200 special customer 
forms. 

 

1. Proposed Position for this 
Project 

Implementation Advisor 

2. Name of Person Ian Dietz 

3. Date of Birth 1993 

4. Nationality USA 

5. Membership in Professional 
Societies 

Association of Communication Professionals,  

 

6. Education Northern Kentucky University BS 
Communications 

7. Other Training Video development, graphic development 

8. Languages Language Speaking Reading  Writing 

English English English English 

9. Countries of Work Experience USA,  

Puerto Rico 

Canada 

10.  Employment Record Capital Software 

Ian has multiple years experience in aiding 
government customers in developing process 
work flow instructional manuals, videos and help 
desk solutions. 

Ian creates targeted training videos in short task 
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oriented clips enabling software end users to 
quickly learn and understand how to get the most 
from their software project.  

 Ian will create a library of support resources 
with the customer and integrate those videos and 
articles directly into the knowledgebase for the 
customer to use at any time.  

Ian’s video skills save new government 
customers an average of $15,000 in training fees 
and 3 weeks of training time.  Jackie’s efforts aid 
our customers in going live faster. 

 

1. Proposed Position for this 
Project 

Lead Software Programmer 

2. Name of Person Tom Vance 

3. Date of Birth 1954 

4. Nationality USA 

5. Membership in Professional 
Societies 

Microsoft ISV Developer Network,  

Dbase Advisory Panel,  

Georgetown University Software Engineering 
Professor 

6. Education Georgetown College Physics and Computer 
Science degrees,  

Multiple Microsoft and Dbase certifications, 

 Sullivan College Instructor 

7. Other Training Financial Industry ATM automation 

8. Languages Language Speaking Reading  Writing 

English English 
and 
German 

English 
and 
German 

English 
and 
German 

9. Countries of Work Experience USA, 

 Canada,  

Germany,  
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Great Britain 

10.  Employment Record Bank One, State of Kentucky, Mtn 
Comprehensive Care, Capital Software 

Tom has led development of 8 different general 
ledger accounting systems including the original 
Great Plains application later purchased by 
Microsoft.   

Tom’s 15 years banking experience offers 
extensive experience with mobile, ATM, lock 
box and online portal payment processing.  

Tom has experience at all levels of government 
software development including local, state and 
federal levels in accounting related software 
services. 

20 years Data Conversion experience with over 
40 different system and data types converted. 

Realtors license for knowledge in legal 
procedures required for property tax software and 
land valuations. 

 

1. Proposed Position for this 
Project 

Support Technician Advisor and Trainer 

2. Name of Person Tom Sturm 

3. Date of Birth 1964 

4. Nationality USA 

5. Membership in Professional 
Societies 

Technical Support Professionals 

KY Local Government Employees Association 

6. Education Northern Kentucky University BS Journalism, 
Political Science 

7. Other Training Microsoft SQL writing 

Crystal Reports 8.5 trhu 12 

8. Languages Language Speaking Reading  Writing 

English English English English 
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9. Countries of Work Experience USA, 

 Puerto Rico, 

 Canada.  

10.  Employment Record Capital Software 

Tom offers over 8 years of detailed government 
customer support experience.   

Tom’s teaching background equips him with the 
ability to teach users how and why software is 
designed and behaves so the user can take 
ownership of the software and self answer future 
questions.   

Tom has complete support experience including 
tax rate configuration, crystal reports custom bill 
and form development, advanced financial 
balancing techniques and help desk solution 
management and implementation for end users. 

Advanced Data Query writing and data 
extraction 
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Project Management Approach 

Project Implementation 
Capsoft possesses the experience and organization to completely care for and guide your team 
through the entire project with absolute accuracy. Our “Capsoft Cares” process includes the 
following elements to insure your goals are met at each step in the project process. 
 
• Project Manager 

– A Capsoft leader is assigned to monitor all facets of involvement, personnel, process 
documentation, update meetings, and outcomes. 

• Project Implementer 
–  Capsoft team member in charge of execution of actual tasks. This person works directly 

with your staff for absolute clarity and accuracy during implementation, training, 
discovery, data conversion, testing and going live. 

• Project Guide 
– This in-depth analysis documents every facet of the project. It enables the user to define 

all contacts, samples, and procedures. It provides every date and authorization 
pertaining to the entire project. When complete, the project guide becomes an 
encyclopedia of your operations. It is passed to Capsoft’s support team to the entire 
staff knows your team and procedures. 

• Project Online History 
– Every component of your project process including sample forms, custom reports, 

project task forms and more are scanned and attached to your CRM record in Capsoft’s 
Helpdesk software. This documented process enables Capsoft Technicians to familiarize 
themselves with the customer and have instant access to account specific information.  

• Scheduled Progress Meetings 
– Bi weekly, your staff and the project team participate in a 15 minute call to ensure all 

scheduled tasks were completed and the next week’s events are assigned. This leaves 
zero grey area. 

 

Sample Project Task List 
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Capsoft Inc.     

 

 
 

 

Project Task List      

Product: Business License and Tax       

Customer: NAME     

The Project task list has to be agreed upon by both parties.  Capsoft expects management to insure employees have adequate time to  

complete assigned tasks.  Tasks will be completed in order.  Any adjustments to due dates must be agreed upon by both parties. 

BiWeekly meetings will be held to review tasks and insure that strong project communication exists.  Standard Capsoft Reports will  

be used in each step of process.       

*The project can begin as soon as the Welcome Kit is completed and submitted.    
Done? Task Due By Assigned Notes Completed 

a� Welcome Kit Submitted  All   

� Project Kickoff Meeting  All Layout task dates and responsibilities  

� Process Review  All Confirm Welcome Kit Answers  

� Installation        

� Install application Server  Capsoft Complete and submit install sheet  

� Install application workstation  Capsoft Complete and submit install sheet  

� Transaction Codes        

� Admin Train Tran Codes  Customer 1 hr Online Training  

� Setup all Tran Codes  Customer Use Rate Schedule Form for codes  

� GL Codes on Tran Codes  Customer Gl numbers entered on all codes  

� Approve Proper GL Codes  Customer Approve entered GL numbers  

� Billing / Form Mailing        

� Admin Train Navigation  Customer 1 hr Online Training  

� Admin Train Billing  Customer 2, 1 hr Online Training  

� Delete Demo Data  Capsoft Delete all demonstration data  

� Convert Sample Data  Capsoft Data Map supplied by Customer  

� Customer Verify converted data  Customer Verify proper placement of data  

� Adjust Converted Data  Capsoft Correct any converted data placement  

� Customer confirm data  Customer Customer sign off on proper placement  

� Create Sample BF  Customer Create Billing File Step 1  

� Sample and Proof  Customer Enter readings / AMR and edit list  

� Prepost Simulation  Customer Reports -balance vs old system  

� Correct any inaccuracies  Customer If found, correct service or rate  

� Submit Reports of BF  Customer Submit BF step 5 reports if correct  

� Verify and Post  Customer If Balanced, do Step 6, if not repeat  

� Run billing Wizard  Customer     

� Confirm Billing Map  Capsoft Modify Billing map if needed  

� Design Mailing Form  Capsoft Design/Modify bill format  
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� Customer Proof Bill Format  Customer Customer Review and Approve  

� Refine Bill Format  Capsoft Design/Modify bill format  

� Customer Approve Bill Format  Customer Approve Bill Format  

� Customer Approve Bill Process  Customer Billing Wizard Configured  

� CASS Certify     if applicable  

� Use CASS Project Task List        

� Repeat Bill / Mail Process  Customer Repeat if additional Cycles Exist  

� Mid Point Check  Customer Approval of rates and mailing process  

� Admin Train Payments  Customer 1 hr Online Training  

� Balance and Export  Customer Simulate Balancing   

� Admin Train Balancing  Customer 1 hr Online Training   

� Export to Accounting Layout  Customer Submit Accounting Layout  

� Setup Accounting Export Layout  Capsoft/Customer     

� Create Accounting Export  Customer Submit accounting sample  

� Import Sample into Accounting  Customer Import test file and approve  

� Admin Train Reports  Customer 1 hr Online Training  

� Custom Forms    if applicable  

� Custom Form Meeting  All Confirm Specifics (if applicable)  

� Design Custom Form  Capsoft Develop  

� Review Custom Form  Customer Approve or correct  

� Refine Custom Form  Capsoft Refine suggestions  

� Approve Custom Form  Customer User Initial and Submit copy of report  

� Place Custom Form in App  Capsoft Put Form on reports Menu  

� Repeat Custom Form Process  Capsoft Repeat process for additional forms  

� Custom Programming    if applicable  

� Custom Programming Meeting  All Discuss Needed Changes  

� Program Changes  Capsoft Perform changes  

� Review Changes  Customer Test Changes  

� Refine Changes  Capsoft Refine customer suggestions  

� Approve Custom Changes  Customer Submit Programming Change Form  

���� Point of Sale    if applicable  

� Use POS Project Task List        

� Website Interface    if applicable  

� Use Website Project Task List        

� Operational Check  Capsoft/Customer Verify all components are operational  

� Admin Train Situational  Customer 1 hr Online Training  

� User Training  Capsoft Onsite / Online  

� User Testing  Customer Post real items for comparison  

� Refine Suggestions  Capsoft Refine User Suggestions  

� Onsite Process Verfication  Capsoft Verify all components are operational  

� User Approve  Customer Management Approves  
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� Final Conversion  Capsoft User maintains data after conversion  

� Balancing Reports  Customer Conversion Balancing reports run  

� Go Live / Parallel   All   

� Project Complete 1st mailing   All Project Complete with 1st mailing  
        
        
* This task list contains the standard process.  Additional onsite time and training can be inserted depending upon  
the needs of the user.     
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Training 
You can access the articles hyperlinked below at http://support.govcollect.com. 

Strategy 
 
Based upon the Client’s necessary timeline, Capsoft recommends a balance of onsite and online 
training instruction.  The administrative, management and user level training courses are divided 
into 1 hour segments.  Each segment includes lab activities to gauge learning and provide 
management with measurable results.  The estimated training time has been supplied in the 
pricing estimate.  Each user will also receive a PDF of a detailed training manual (sample included 
below) that can be reprinted as often as desired.  The training schedule will be set with the Client’s 
staff based upon availability and progress of certain project components.  A detailed training 
agenda is available upon request.   

Onsite and Online Training 
 
Online training simply means the user is on the phone with the trainer while logged into a 
controlled environment computer.  These lessons are performed in one hour increments focused on 
a specific topic.  This model has been highly successful and is always performed prior to any onsite 
training.  This method is geared toward key personnel and when completed, the result is a 
configured system ready for use. 
 
Onsite training is used during final phases for coordination and implementation.  Most user level 
training was performed in online targeted sessions prior to being onsite.  The onsite time is focused 
on confirming user knowledge is high, situational learning and confirmation of everything operating 
according to design. 
 

Learning Center Login 
 
The Learning Server is a test environment setup on a GovCollect Server for our customers to get 
into the product and test out different scenarios, enter Tran Codes, and execute training sessions. 
The Learning Server is beneficial to customers because they are able to log in, gain access and feel 
more comfortable to learn and experiment without any fear of messing something up on their real 
system. 
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Training Manual and Active Links (Sample) 
 
Getting Started with GovCollect 
 
This document will guide you through all the steps of the software learning process.  You should not 
skip steps.  Each section contains videos and how to articles to insure you are equipped to successfully 
use GovCollect.  Trainers will be with you during some of these steps but you can do all of these items 
on your own. 
 
Follow these sections in order. 
 
 
Step 1: Installation and Security  
 
In this section there are videos and how to articles that will make installing GovCollect simple and easy to install.  
GovCollect Installation Video  
SQL Server Vision   
Non SQL Server Version    
 
Note – The articles remind users that all network mapped drives and sharing should be setup prior to workstation installation. 
 
Bar Code Font Installation – Use this article to download and install required bar code fonts if you plan on putting bar 
codes on any of your forms. 
 
Maintenance and Data Tools – Learn how to setup required automatic night time programs that keep the system 
running fast and balances up to date. 
 
TroubleShooting Assistance during installation 
Report Trouble Shooting   
Network Troubleshooting 
 
Security - Setting up security is easy to learn and you will need to add a user name and password for any user that wants to 
access GovCollect.  Security can be setup at anytime.  It is bested to wait until you have a list of all the users and passwords. 
 
 
 
Step 2: Learning Your Way around GovCollect 
 
This section is essential for all users and required for new usesrs to GovCollect. There are plenty of articles and videos that 
take you in order from 1-6 to help navigate through GovCollect as well as show simple everyday tasks such as taking a 
payment or balancing sessions. 
 
Articles That will Help You Learn Your Way Around GovCollect 
 
 
 
 
 
Step 3: The Learning Server/Training 
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The Learning Server is a test environment setup on a GovCollect Server for our customers to get into the product and test out 
different scenarios, enter Tran Codes, and execute training sessions. The Learning Server is beneficial to customers because 
they are able to log in, gain access and feel more comfortable to learn and experiment without any fear of messing something 
up on their real system. 
 
How to Use the Learning Server 

 

 
Step 4: Frequently Asked Questions/Terminology 
 
This section is will help with common questions customers may have when first using GovCollect as well as hardware 
specifications for GovCollect. The Terminology article is essential to success because everyone needs to be using like terms 
to communicate.  
 
Frequently Asked Questions 
GovCollect Terminology 
 
 
 

System Setup 
 
GovCollect is a parameter driven system which means you can personalize the system without customizing the actual 
software code.  This makes GovCollect very versatile and affordable for its customers. 
 
Each of the items that follow is essential to understanding how your system gets its default data for rates, account numbers 
and more. 
 
Maintenance Programs 

Scheduled Tasks That Must be Setup for System Performance 

• This Article explains setting up scheduled tasks that MUST be setup for system performance to remain high. 

Note – When using a SQL Server database backend, you do not have to setup the maintenance program to run.  SQL Server 
performs those duties. 

 

Tran Codes  
 
In GovCollect you can collect anything you want, however a Transaction Code, otherwise known as a rate code must exist 
before you can apply a charge.  These collections include a unique name and rate. These articles will show you how to setup 
Tran Codes for specific revenue types.  All tran codes for any type are located in the same area of the software. 
 
The Importance of Tran Codes – Start here to watch a video and understand the layout and purpose of a 
tran code.  
Tran Code Required Fields  - There are not many required fields but they are critical. 
Setup a Flat Fee Tran Code – The most basic tran code setup. 
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Setup a Return Based Tax or Utility Billing Style Rate – Any code that you have to enter a value in order to 
calculate the charge like water, sales tax, occupational tax and property tax (uses an assessment) 
Setting up an Extended Scale Rate Tran Code – If your rates change often then this style is ideal instead of a 
tradition tier rate.  We recommend most users to move toward this style of tran code in the future for its flexibility. 
Setting up a Discount on a Tran Code 
Penalty and Interest Setup Code Letters in Tran Code – The system possesses many penalty and interest formula 
designated by letter code such as P, B, M, N and n. 
Setting up General Ledger Numbers on a Tran Code – This is critical to reporting success and accounting interface. 
Using SQL Statements on your Tran Codes when applying Charges 
 
System Defaults  
 
Enter Your Organization Default Values  
Account Type Parameter Setup or Modification – This contains your list of types of accounts you may create using 
GovCollect like Property, License, Utility, Citation. 
Credit Adjustment GL Setup – In this section you will enter the General Ledger account numbers to use when a credit 
is taken on an account.  
Bank Deposit Account Setup – Here you will define your deposit bank accounts.  You will need to have setup your 
trancodes with gl numbers prior to doing this section. 
Group or Mortgage Company Setup (Optional section used to create default values) 

Adjustment Type Parameter Setup or Modification – Here you will define the name, value and gl numbers for any 
types of adjustments you want to be able to perform in the system like homestead credit, disability, etc. 
What is the Parameter Master Area – This section allows the user to personalize the system.  These changes should 
not be made without consulting technical support first. 
How to Modify Your Available Cycle Codes  - These default values are assigned onto account services.  You can 
create new or modify existing cycle code defaults in this area. 
Point of Sale Setup or Modification  - After point of sale equipment installation, this section will activate the 
equipment with your GovCollect system.   
    
 
Data in GovCollect  
 

3 Important Fields Account ID, Customer ID and Location ID – It is important to understand these 
fields in the system. 

How to Reset Demo Data so you can Start Processing for Real 
Common Tables you may convert data into 
Using the Importfiles.exe to convert or import data – This is a very useful tool imports of any 

kind into the software. 
Create Brand New Customer Records for Every Account in GovCollect – Once you understand the 

difference between Accounts and Customers, this section can be very helpful in creating customer records for the accounts 
you have imported. 
 

 
 

Reports, Images, and Interfaces 
 

Logos, Reports, and Interfaces - Users can personalize the system with their own logos and images. Also, the 
articles will help specify how to get custom reports that may be desired.   
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Common Task 
 
Payment Processing 
 

How to Take a Single Payment 
Payment Processing – This area contains lots o examples of different types of payments you will perform such as 
single, multiple account and batch. 

 
For additional payment processes users may look at the whole “payment processing” folder.  

 

Batch Payment Processing 
 

Batch Payment processing is normally used when you have a large stack of mailed in payments to process and you want 
to enter them quickly.  A batch payment is not posted in real time. In these article users will learn how to take a batch 
payment, run a batch payment report, or import a payment from a 3rd party into a batch. 

Taking a Batch Payment 
Run a Batch Payment Report 
How to Import a Payment file from a 3rd Party into a Batch 
 
 

Balancing 
 

When taking payments, users need to remember that they are part of a session. After you balance a session you will close 
it and start into a new session. These articles will help users balance payment sessions.  

Balance a Payment Session 
Balancing/ Export to Accounting Software 
 
 

Create New Account 
 

The New Account function is used to create new accounts for accounts you will reuse and for miscellaneous transactions 
that you will process a single payment and not use again.  You have one spot to start and use the wizard to make sure you 
can quickly process. 

 
Use the New Account Setup Wizard 
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Maintenance and Support Program 
 

System Documentation 
Capsoft has a standardized set of application documentation (available upon request.  This 
documentation is available in print, pdf and online.  Capsoft also includes a detailed training 
curriculum with supporting materials to insure a consistent message and approach to 
learning.  If specialty processes exist, those items are documented with the user and a 
special instruction guide is created.  Capsoft also offers “cheat sheets” for less common 
functions, refresher training courses and online videos. 

 

Online Resources 
Capsoft offers 24/7 access to insightful articles, videos and more.  Each user has secure 
access to our online helpdesk plus search capabilities in our support blog.  These resources 
are supplemental to the learning process. 

 

Knowledge Transfer 
Capsoft has successfully implemented this setup in over 100 municipalities because each 
process follows the same structure for each client.  The core functionality is never custom.  
This allows for consistent learning and execution.  Capsoft’s implementation team focuses 
the client’s technical learning on the core functions that are commonly repeated.  Once 
these items are digested, Capsoft introduces the less frequently used functions. 

 

Technical Support Assistance 
 

 Capsoft created the “L.O.V.E.” method of technical support for handling questions submitted to 
Capsoft support. Capsoft technicians Log, Organize, Verify and Execute to thoroughly solve a 
customer’s issue.  Every Toll Free phone or email submission using Capsoft’s dedicated support 
lines or e-mail address is tracked from the initial submission through to resolution in our helpdesk 
software.  Our certified technicians, who have hands on experience working with the application 
and actual users, work with the user to completely resolve the issue.  Capsoft does not subscribe 
simply to a “solve and close” philosophy. Capsoft works with users throughout the resolution 
process to equip them with future knowledge. The future knowledge is the key to reducing support 
time and increasing overall efficiency which leads to a more pleasurable support experience for our 
users.  Technicians are rewarded with service stars that can only be obtained by management 
receiving a compliment about the technician from users. 
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 Capsoft demonstrates a commitment to continuing education by offering Free annual classroom 
training sessions to keep the billing process fresh in our users’ minds.  This is complimented with 
weekly email support tips and newly offered webinars.  This exposure to Free training and 
improvement options keeps the software sharp with the users.  This strategy of low cost or free 
options is beneficial to users because it removes the normal budget concerns and improves the 
overall product knowledge of the users.  That increased knowledge improves efficiency and allows 
Capsoft to minimize support costs.  Minimizing those costs equals financial savings for our users. 

  
 Capsoft incorporates a variety of support mechanisms to keep the connection with its users 

constant and strong.  Users maintain an annual maintenance agreement that entitles them to; toll 
free phone assistance, product webinars, remote desktop connections, automated onsite nightly 
maintenance software to maintain peak performance, automated onsite nightly recalculation 
operations to ensure that all mathematical computations are  current and complete user reference 
and training documentation (and PDF files for multiple copies).  A secure online customer support 
website offers access to product downloads and updates.  The users also have access to the annual 
product release that encompasses major new product functionality at no additional charge.  To 
maintain the constant connection with our users we offer the “Sunshine” club with prizes and 
birthday notifications.  Each week we send a support email tip to our users to keep key topics on 
their minds and our Free training courses ensure that users have affordable access to continuing 
education.  The variety of support tools we have put in place ensure that the user will be 
successful. 

 
 All of Capsoft’s products have been in operation long enough to enjoy a stable and repeatable 

processing environment so most of the support calls that our technicians receive are situational.  
Capsoft invests more upfront time in programming decisions that remove grey area from the users 
input.  We have designed product wizards in key areas of the program to ensure the user follows 
the proper processing steps.  If the user strays from these steps, we have coded messages for our 
technicians.  When the user calls with a message produced by the system, our technicians know 
the cause simply by the message.  This design strategy requires more upfront programming work 
on our end but has paid big dividends in the consistency of our users.  Since adopting this design 
approach with have almost eliminated any custom procedures by our users.  No custom procedures 
allows us to keep costs down, minimize any support response delays, and improve overall user 
satisfaction because the answer they receive from any technician is consistent. 
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Customer References 
Customer Quotes      
 
From time to time our partners submit words of encouragement to our team.  In every 
case we ask if we may share some of their comments with prospective partners.  We 
would like you to pay special attention to a fact we are very proud.  The main response in 
these submissions is about the relationship we have with our partners.  Software is 
great, but relationships last. 
 
 
 
Anna at Piedmont 
 
    When our company was in the market for a new utility billing program we researched a number 
of companies and our best match was Capsoft.  The team at Capsoft is very knowledgeable and 
reliable.  When an issue comes up, it is taken care of promptly. You never feel like you are just 
another customer...they make you feel like a part of their team.  Your priorities are their priorities.  
They have a personal approach and are willing to go the extra mile to make sure everything works 
no matter what it takes. Thanks guys for all that you do!! 
  
Megan at City of Crittenden 
 
Capsoft saved the City of Crittenden! In August 2006 we learned that we were not going to be able 
to use our current tax program, since the programmer died unexpectedly. That program was 
designed by one person and no one else knew how the program was run.  The past programmer 
had passwords in place that no one knew and tax time was fast approaching and the city had no 
idea how we were going to import our information and then print tax bills. 
 
I gave Capsoft a call and spoke to Jeff Daly and he made an appointment to come out and talk with 
the Mayor and myself. He told the history on Capsoft and brought out a laptop computer so we 
could actually see the program itself.  Jeff allowed us to have a question and answer period with 
him so we could address all of our concerns.   
 
After the City of Crittenden decided to go with Capsoft the wheels started to turn.  I received by 
mail the software to install on my computer. Once all the software was installed then Adam 
contacted me and hooked into my computer by the internet and started transferring all my data 
into the computer.  In no time this information was available and ready to use. 
 
Once all the information was installed and ready to go then I was able to start printing my tax bills. 
Since I have never used the program, he walked me through step by step on how to print 
GovCollects. This process with our old tax programs would take about 2 Months and this was 
completed within minutes.  Two copies of our tax bills have to be printed. When using the old 
program this would have taken a complete day and now it only took 1 hour at the most. 
 
I would recommend Capsoft to any city or company in need of software.  I have been satisfied.  
Capsoft met my very tight deadlines that I did not think could be met but Capsoft did it with time 
to spare. Thank you Capsoft for coming to my rescue.  
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Wendy at Gretna 
 
“Working with Capsoft was the best decision that I have made since I took my position as 
Treasurer of Gretna.  Your thoughtfulness and genuine concern is obvious in all that you do.  I feel 
as though sometimes I cannot find the words to describe the confidence and appreciation that we 
have in all of you!  God Bless You All!!”  
 

Product References 
 

Customer Name Title Contact Remarks 
Warsaw KY (11 
years) 

Carolyn 
Marksberry 

City Clerk 859-567-5900 
carolynmarksberry@mw.twcbc.com 

Property Tax 
and Licensing 
and Utilities 

Franklin County 
KY (8 years) 

Laura Chilton Collector (502) 875-8709 
occtax@franklincountyky.com 

Net profit and 
Payroll Tax 

Crittenden KY 
(4 years) 

Megan 
Simpson 

Clerk 859 428-2597 
ctycritt@fuse.net 

Property Tax,  

*References requested to withhold address and email to minimize contact frequency. 
 
Customers vary in size and scope.  Each has had a relationship with Capital Software in excess of 3 
years.  Majority of customers are local municipalities billing and collection multiple revenue types 
including real and personal property taxes, business licensing, payroll taxes and return based 
taxes, multiple metered utility services and centralized cash receipting.   
 
*Additional References are available upon request.  Capital has about 90 municipal clients located 
in 18 states. 
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Exception Sheet 
 
 
Capsoft is confident with the bid submitted that it meets the requested requirements.  If through 
discovery, discussions and negotiation with the Customer, an item becomes inaccurate, then 
Capsoft will reveal that change in answer to the Customer and negotiate in good faith any needed 
modifications with the Customer.  Standard stated hourly billable rates apply. 
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Requirements 
 
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

1. Is the system compatible with Windows 2012 Server or above 
1. Yes 

2. Is the system compatible with Windows 7 Workstations and above? 
1. Yes 

3. What are server requirements for the system? 
1. Listed in Response section 

4. What additional software and or hardware requirements are there for the system? 
1. None outside of items listed in RFP 

5. Does the system allow multiple users working simultaneously? 
1. Yes 

6. Does the system require user identifications and passwords? 
1. Yes 

7. Can the system be set up to allow different security levels for each individual user? (eg. 
“Administrator” level has access to all aspects of the system. “User” has access to parts 
of system, “Read-only” level has only access to a look up file.) 

1. Yes 
8. Can “Administrator” assign the user ids and passwords and change security levels at 

any time? 
1. Yes 

9. Does the system have an audit trail showing history of all processes? 
1. Yes in detail.    

10. Does the system show only those areas which can be accessed by individual user? Yes 
it is defined by admin.   

11.  What type of technical support does the vendor provide? 
1. Yes section in rfp described in detail. 

12. Does vendor charge extra for telephone support outside normal business hours (Monday 
– Friday, 8am-5pm)?  

1. No charge as long as schedule is known. 
13. Does the vendor charge for report modifications? 

1. No charge for report modifications to your forms. 
14. Does the system allow online payments and or credit/debit card payments in real time 

that will post to customers account at time of payment for all accounts (business license, 
occupational license, property tax, utilities, etc.) 

1. Yes.  It is really efficient.  
15. Does the system allow for accounts to be linked together? 

1. Yes and data for accounts can be shared and combined for payments. 

 
PROPERTY TAX 

1. Can information from PVA (Property Valuation Administrator) be imported directly into 
the system by user without assistance? 
 1. Yes.  A wizard exists for Grant County.   
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2. Are bills generated and printed? Including customer bar-coded? 
 1. Yes using the Billing Wizard to make it easy. 
3. Can an automatic mortgage bill file be created & emailed for mortgage companies? 
 1. Yes 
4. Can the system import any mortgage payment file and post? 

  1. Yes 
5. Can user define multiple mortgage company payment file layouts & import payments 
on demand? 
 1. Yes 
6. Do bills show base amounts and penalty dates? 
 1. Yes and future dates. 
7. Can prior year delinquents be printed with current bill? 
 1. Yes 
8. Does system allow multiple lookup fields (eg. address, parcel#, name)? 
 1. Yes, user can add even more. 
9. Does system allow real-time posting or post to an external file? 
 1. Yes real time posting is normal.  Batch processing does exist if desired. 
10.Will the system show prior year information including delinquent taxes? 
 1. Yes, unlimited. 
11.Will the system show refunds/credits and/or lien information? 
 1. Yes, all in detail. 
12.How are receipts generated and printed? 
 1. Receipts are automatic and stored for reprint forever.  Point of sale equipment 
can be used to scan images of payment checks and stored as well. 
13.Can receipts have duplicate copies? 
 1. Yes unlimited and reprints. 
14.How are daily receipts balanced? 
 1. Yes through a formal end of day process guaranteeing all transactions are 
balanced prior to general ledger update. 
15.How are prior year delinquent payments processed? 
 1. Normally in order of oldest to newest but user can define payoff order. 
16.Will the system allow penalty and interest to be adjusted for amended bills? 
 1. Yes the system does all penalty and interest automatically. 
17.What type of reports does the system generate? 
 1. Yes over 60 existing reports that are designed for each operation such as 
customers, billing, audit and delinquents. 
18.Will the system allow per rate, 2 discounts, 2 penalties and multiple interest 
calculation formulas? 
 1. Yes 
19.Does the system allow to search on any field and build search queries that can be 
saved and rerun? 
 1. Yes. User can define queries. 
20.Can the system print an annual master list, and is this a paper list or digital list? 
 1. Yes and the file can be saved as a pdf or exported to excel. 
21.Can information from our current system be converted into the system? 
 1. Yes 
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22.Can any type of documents such as a tax lien be attached to a record? 
 1. Yes.  Scanned and attached in sql server and govcollect automatically imports 
items like receipts and statements. 
23.Is there a limit on the number of attachments that can be scanned and attached to 
an account? 
 1. It is Unlimited. 
24.Can the system allow a web page for public searches of tax records of multiple 
years?  
 1. Yes as well as bill payment. 

 
OCCUPATIONAL LICENSES and OCCUPATIONAL LICENSE FEES (PAYROLL TAX) 

1. How many searches fields are available and list most common? 
 1. Unlimited search fields and most common are names, addresses and account 
numbers, dba and more. 
2. Is Occupational License Account Owner linked to property tax and utility accounts? 
 1. Yes, all accounts can be linked and data shared. 
3. Does system display all associated delinquent accounts for owner when search is 
performed on an account? 
 1. Yes, linked accounts will display all delinquents and take single payment. 
4. Will the system allow unlimited business categories with different fees? 
 1. Yes, unlimited rates. 
5. Does the system have an integrated NAICS selection table for Federal 
classifications? 
 1.  
6. Can the categories and fees be changed by the system administrator, as they are 
subject to change without Technical Support assistance? 
 1. Yes, the admin can change any setting without assistance. 
7. Will the system calculate prorated amounts and/or penalties? Can these amounts be 
adjusted? 
 1. Yes, the system can prorate as well as adjust amounts with an audit trail. 
8. Can the system calculate license amount based on gross receipts, deduction, and 
penalty and interest? 
 1.  Yes 
9. Can the user set account numbers and license number formats to default separately 
per license type? 
 1. Yes each type can be independent. 
10.Will the system show if State License received and show the state license number 
for beer and liquor licenses? 
 1. Yes 
11.How are renewal notices generated and printed?  Renewal notices are automatically 
generated and tracked so you instantly  identify delinquent accounts if they do not file 
on time.  The renewal forms are customized to each municipality and contains data so 
you can file online in future govcollect release. 
a. Are renewal notices bar-coded? Yes if desired. 
 
12.Can business file complete return online, capturing all data and attachments? Yes 
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13.Does the system allow online payments and or credit/debit card payments during the 
online filing of a return and is payment receipt stored in account history? 
 1. Yes 
14.How are licenses generated and printed?  Automatically with payment.  Current 
release license is printed by user.  Future release will allow printing online by customer. 
a. Do they have a signature line? yes 
 
15.Will the system track due dates and allow printing of returns on different dates? 
 1. Each line is independent and can have separate due dates. 
16.What information will show on license (eg. business name, address, license #, 
account #, type of business, amount paid)? Yes and other fields if desired since license 
is a custom form. 
a. Can the license be changed by staff if needed? Yes if desired. 
 
17.How are daily receipts balanced? 
 1. Formal end of day balancing process. 
18.What type of reports does the system generate? 
 1. A full menu of over 60 task specific reports exist that help in customer info, 
daily tasks, accounting audits and more. 
19.Can the system print an annual master list, and is this a paper list or digital list? 
 1. Yes and it can be exported to pdf excel etc. 
20.Can labels with business name and account number be printed? 
 1. Yes 
21.How are forms (license applications and inspection forms) printed? 
 1. Through you normal printer. 
22.Can the forms have duplicate copies printed? 
 1. Yes 
23.Will the system show refunds/ credits? 
 1. Yes the sytem handles all financial transactions. 
24.Can the system track if inspections have been completed? # of inspections? 
 1. Yes 
25.Can documents such as an inspection form or a state liquor license be attached to a 
record? 
 1. Yes, scanned and attached unlimited. 
26.How are delinquent notices generated? A process that gathers the delinquent 
accounts in a file so it can be printed or exported. 
a. Are they bar-coded? Yes they can be. 
 
27.Can the system automatically reverse a payment making all adjusting general ledger 
entries to stay in balance and automatically calculate the penalty and interest if now 
due? 
 1. Yes 
28.Can the user amend a return after payment is received and system automatically 
apply the new credit or new charge to the account for any type of service? 
 1. Yes 
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29.Does the system keep a history of all licenses purchased? 
  1. Yes 
INSURANCE PREMIUM TAX and MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE 

1. Is the following data available? (eg. name and address of insurance company, 
insurance categories, tax paid for each category, quarter paid, date paid, premiums 
received, amount due, type of payment (cash, check, etc). 
 1. Yes 
2. Does the system track refunds and/or credits per account? 
 1. Yes 
3. Can user define and collect a rate for any type of revenue the city might need to 
collect in miscellaneous fees such as permits, reimbursements, on demand services, 
and citations? 
 1. Yes, unlimited. 
4. Can the system automatically assign new records for all miscellaneous revenue 
linked to existing customer accounts? 
 1. Yes which is great for audits. 
5. Will the system allow customer to pay different types of bills including on demand 
miscellaneous revenue on the same payment receipt? 
 1. Yes unlimited. 
6. Will the system provide an audit trail with charges, receipts, reports and balancing of 
all miscellaneous? 
 1. Yes, integrated with all payment types for easy balancing. 
7. Does the system allow online payments and/or credit/debit card payments? 
 1. Yes 
8. What type of reports does the system generate? 
 1. All existing reports can display miscellaneous revenue. 
9. How are daily receipts balanced? 
 1. Integrated with normal balancing reports for easy process. 
10.Can labels with business name and account # be printed for files? 
 1. Yes 
11.Does the system keep a history of all premiums paid for each year? 
 1. Yes, unlimited 
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Pricing 
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